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up, most of the houses unteiiantetl and falling to ruin, while fine school-
houses stood abandoned. Today there are scarcely 400 people within the
limits of the former city.
Economic Importance of Gold and Silver
Although gold and silver are not one thousandth as useful as iron in
the arts and sciences, their attractive qualities have given them a tremen-
dous influence on the geographical distribution of human activities. In
primitive days much of the exploration and settlement of new regions is
supposed to have resulted from the search for gold. One of the chief rea-
sons why Columbus received help from Ferdinand and Isabella was
their hope that he would find gold. The conquest of Mexico and Peru
by the Spaniards was also largely due to the hope of finding large stores
of precious metals. One of the reasons why Spain became so powerful
after the discover}' of America is supposed to be the great influx of gold
from the new world. In this case as in many others, the gold had an
influence not only upon the people who mined it, but later upon the peo-
ple of another land into whose hands it fell.
In modern times the same thing has happened in a somewhat different
way. Before the first World War gold had become the single standard
of value in practically all countries except China. This has caused great
trouble. In the first place, recent years have seen great changes in the
demand for gold, partly because business is more and more carried on by
checks and drafts, and partly because many countries no longer attempt
to make gold the standard of their money. Hence no one knows how
much an ounce of gold is really worth. Gold tends to flow to the more
prosperous nations. Therefore, by the time of the second World War
most of the world's supply was in the hands of France, Great Britain,
and especially the United States. For years before that a steady stream
of gold flowed to this country. Inasmuch as it was no longer used as
currency, the government did not know what to do with it. Hence vast
quantities were stored in great vaults underground in Kentucky far from
danger in case of war. No one knows whether the production of more
gold is an advantage or not. Many economists think that it should be
given up as the standard of value for money. They advocate a new stand-
ard based on goods of all kinds and so framed that a given income will
support the same standard of living year after year without the ups and
downs that are now so troublesome.
The production of too much new gold tends to lower the value of the
old gold. This means, of course, that prices go up because it takes more
gold to pay for a given article, such as a suit of clothes. Sinee 1920 the
world's production has doubled and now amounts to more than a billion

